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ABSTRACT

In the context of human action recognition in video sequences, a
temporal belief filter based on the Transferable Belief Model is pro-
posed. It ensures a consistency in the temporal belief evolution. The
filter is useful to cope with varying video quality and experiment
conditions by smoothing belief on actions and solving conflict due
to contradictory parameters. The proposed approach is validated on
real video sequences with moving camera under several view angles.

1. INTRODUCTION

Human motion analysis is an important topic of interest in Com-
puter Vision and Video Processing [1]. Research in these domains
is motivated by the diversity of applications such as video indexing
and retrieval, automatic surveillance and human-computer interac-
tion. One scientific challenge in human motion analysis is to recog-
nize the human behavior from observations coming from multimedia
features such as video, audio and text. The main problem is to link
the real world, which has intrinsically an analogical nature, to the
human world which is symbolic [2].

Many methods have been proposed for action recognition [1] no-
tably based onclassification, template matchingandneural network.
Generally, the methods are based on theBayesian framework[3]
with Hidden Markov Models(HMM) and Dynamic Bayesian Net-
works(DBN) [4]. Other methods are developed in Artificial Intelli-
gence community notablyPetri Nets[5, 6].

In [7], we have proposed an architecture for human action recog-
nition using theTransferable Belief Model(TBM) [8] which is based
on belief theory. The TBM is well-suited for action recognition no-
tably because (i)doubtfultransitions between actions are explicitly
modelled, (ii)conflict between parameters reflects the need to im-
prove the fusion process and (iii)reliability of parameters depends
on the context and can be included in the system.

Action recognition is a preliminar step for activity recognition
based on a sequence of actions. Thus, belief on actions have to be
reliable despite varying video quality and experiment conditions. A
temporal belief filter is proposed for this purpose and notably, it en-
sures a consistency in the belief on actions during time. Further-
more, it allows to solve conflict appearing when combining several
parameters in the TBM framework. In order to illustrate the pro-
posed approach, athletics meeting video sequences acquired with a
moving camera and under an unknown view angle are analyzed to
detect and recognize actions performed by one athlete.

The organization of the paper is as follows. An overview of our
recognition architecture and the action recognition process based on
the Transferable Belief Model is presented Section 2. A temporal
belief filter is described Section 3. Section 4 deals with experimental
results. Finally, we conclude and propose future work.

2. BASIC BELIEF ON ACTIONS OBTAINED BY FUSION

The video stream is analyzed by means of image processing and a
semantic concerning the trueness of actions is computed. The sys-
tem presented in figure 1 provides a weighted opinion, which is also
called a belief, as well as uncertainty concerning reality of actions.
A detailed description of this part is given in our previous work [7]
and the main points are recalled here.

Fig. 1. Architecture for human action recognition in videos based on
the Transferable Belief Model.

2.1. Numerical parameters

Relevant numerical parameters are extracted at each frame from the
video stream. Parameters are generally application dependant and
here the choice of the parameters is based on the following two main
assumptions: first, the human is tracked by the cameraman because
he is the center of interest and, second, the trajectories of human’s
head, center of gravity and one end of leg give information on ac-
tions. The chosen parameters are: the camera motion parameters
estimated from two successive frames and which are the horizontal,
vertical and divergence. Moreover, three human major points are
tracked: the center of gravity, the head and the end of one leg. Points
coordinates are analytically combined to obtain more advanced pa-
rameters which are the angle made by the humain main axis and the
horizon, the variation of the center of gravity and the alternance of
legs.

2.2. Transferable Belief Model fusion process

The numerical parameters values are converted into belief concern-
ing the trueness of actions. A belief on actions is generated at each
frame for each parameter. Belief of several parameters are then com-
bined in the axiomatically well-founded Transferable Belief Model
(TBM) framework proposed by Smets and Kennes [8] to obtain a
belief which takes all parameters into account.



2.2.1. From numerical parameters to belief on actions

An actionA is described by two hypotheses gathered in the frame of
discernment (FoD)ΩA = {RA, FA} with RA (resp.FA) stands for
“action A is right” (resp. “A is false”). In the sequel, an hypothesis
concerning an action is called a state, e.g. “the current state ofA is
RA”.

The goal of the fusion process is to obtain the belief of each
actionA according to several numerical parameters. A basic belief
assignment (BBA) on an actionA according to a parameterP is
defined on the set of propositions2ΩA = {∅, RA, FA, RA ∪ FA}
(whereRA ∪ FA is the explicit doubt between hypothesesRA and
FA) by m

ΩA

P : 2ΩA → [0, 1], X → m
ΩA

P (X) and by construction
m

ΩA

P (∅) = 0, and
∑

X⊆ΩA

m
ΩA

P (X) = 1. A valuem
ΩA

P (X) is a
basic belief mass which expresses a confidence in propositionX ⊆
ΩA according to parameterP but does not imply any additionnal
claims regarding subsets ofX. It is a fundamental difference with
probability theory. A fuzzy-set inspired method is used to convert
each numerical parameter into sources of belief.

2.2.2. Fusion process

Rules of combination are then applied to obtain a belief which takes
the belief of all parameters into account. The fusion process is per-
formed frame by frame for each action independently. Given two
distinct BBAsm

ΩA

P1
andm

ΩA

P2
defined on the same FoDΩA then

their combination is defined as:

m
ΩA

P1
4©m

ΩA

P2
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∑
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(C).mΩA
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with 4 = ∩ (resp. ∪) for the conjunctive (resp. disjunctive) rule
of combination. The rules of combination can be used in logical
rules such as “if . . .AND . . .OR . . .then. . . ” for describing actions by
means of parameters states. These logical rules are then translated
into belief combinations where the logicalAND is replaced by the
∩©-rule and the logicalOR by the ∪©-rule assuming the same FoD [9].

3. TEMPORAL BELIEF FILTER

A temporal belief filter is proposed to ensure (i)a temporal con-
sistency: the belief on action can not vary abruptly between two
successive frames of the video, (ii)a consistency between parame-
ters: the conjunctive rule of combination used in the TBM fusion
process may emphasize a conflict between parameters which has to
be solved, (iii)an exclusivity: the temporal belief filter ensures that
only one hypothesis concerning action (eitherRA or FA) is true at
each frame.

The general principle (fig. 2) consists in assuming that the BBA
at framef is close to the BBA at framef−1. Based on this assump-
tion, a model of evolution predicts the current BBA taking the BBA
at the previous frame into account. One model is defined for each
of the two states of an actionA (RA andFA) and a conflict-based
criteria embedded in aCUSUM process is proposed for model change
detection.

The temporal belief filter process works at each framef and
consists in four steps: (i) prediction, (ii) fusion, (iii) detection of
conflict and (iv) model change if required.

3.1. Prediction of the current BBA

If an action state wasRA (resp. FA) at framef − 1 then it would
be partiallyRA (resp. FA) at framef . This is an implication rule

Fig. 2. The temporal belief filter principle.

R (resp.F) which can be weighted by a confidence value ofγR ∈
[0, 1] (resp.γF ∈ [0, 1]) such as:

RuleR: If RA atf − 1 thenRA atf with belief of γR

RuleF : If FA atf − 1 thenFA atf with belief of γF
(2)

In the case concerned in this paper, the premise of the rule is not
crisp but is a BBA. Implication rules are well managed in the TBM
framework and details on their formalization as well as an applica-
tion to target identification are described by Ristic and Smets in [9].
We have interpreted implication rulesR andF (eq. 2) as models of
evolution denotedM ∈ {R,F}. Each one focuses on one hypoth-
esis of the FoD of an actionA which is eitherRA or FA.

In the sequel, the following vector notation of a BBA defined on
a FoDΩA is used:

m
ΩA = [mΩA(∅) m

ΩA(RA) m
ΩA(FA) m

ΩA(RA ∪ FA)]T

Thus, a model of evolution can be interpreted as a BBA defined as:

m
ΩA

R =
[

0 γR 0 1− γR

]T
(3)

m
ΩA

F =
[

0 0 γF 1− γF

]T
(4)

The previous BBAm
ΩA

f−1
on actionA required for the computation

of the predictionm̂
ΩA

f,M has the property to be defined with only

two focal sets1 depending on the current modelM: eitherRA and
RA ∪ FA if the model isR, or FA andRA ∪ FA if the model isF .
The disjunctive rule of combination (eq. 1) is used for computing the
prediction from the previous BBA and the model of evolution:
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M
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The ∪©-rule is well-suited for model change detection under uncer-
tainty because it allows to never assign more belief to an hypothesis
than does the previous BBA as shown in the following expressions
(eq. 6-7) of the prediction:
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1The explanation will be given later but this remark is necessary to give
the analytic expression of the prediction.



WhenγM = 1, the prediction equals the previous BBA reflecting a
total confidence in the current state of actionA. WhenγM = 0, the
model expresses a total ignorance about the prediction of the current
BBA on the action.

3.2. Fusion of prediction and measure

Predictionm̂ΩA

f,M and measurẽmΩA

f represent two distinct pieces of
information concerning the actual state of actionA. The conjunctive
combination (eq. 1) of their associated BBA leads to a new BBA
whose conflict valueεf (eq. 8) is relevant for model change require-
ment:

εf = (m̂ΩA

f,M
∩©m̃

ΩA

f )(∅) (8)

The conflict analysis is thus required to know whether the current
model is no longer valid. TheCUSUM process of the conflict is well
adapted for solving problems concerningabrupt and short changes
or gradual and long changesin the conflict value because it allows
to sum up conflict during time.

3.3. Detection of model change by a CUSUM process

TheCUSUM is the cumulative sum during time of the error between
a prediction and a measure. In the case concerned, the error is the
conflict value. The initialCUSUM process works as follows [10]:
when theCUSUM value becomes greater than awarning threshold
Tw then the frame is stored asfw and the model iskept as valid.
As soon as theCUSUM value becomes greater than astop threshold
Ts (at framefs) then the model ischangedand the new model is
applied fromfs.

When a conflict appears between prediction and measure, as it
could be the case in interval[fw, fs], it was chosen totrust the model
of evolution. Thus, the prediction is kept instead of an erroneous
measurement and it avoids propagating conflict which is absorptive
by the ∩©-rule:

m
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ΩA

f,M
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ΩA

f if εf = 0

m̂
ΩA

f,M otherwise
(9)

This accounts for the fact that the BBAmΩA

f−1
can have only two fo-

cal sets (eq. (6)-(7)) depending on the current modelM. Therefore,
the output of the belief filter is a BBA without conflict and with only
one hypothesis whose belief is not null. The interest of the∪©-rule is
emphasized when there is often conflict because it allows to obtain
m

ΩA

f→∞(RA∪FA) = 1 which reflects total ignorance of the system.
To cope with low conflict during a long time, afadding mem-

ory process has been embedded which allows to forget gradually
past event. The fadding memory process requires a coefficient nick-
namedfadder, and denoted asλ, which works on the currentCUSUM

CS(f) as follows:

CS(f)← CS(f − 1)× λ + εf (10)

The fadder is here chosen as a constant and is applied at each frame.

3.4. Model change process

The two models (R andF) are set once and one model is applied
while it is valid otherwise, it is changed by the other. WhenTs is
reached, the interval of framesIT = [fw, min(fs, fw + W)] is
interpreted as an interval of transition between two action states. The

parameterW limits the size of the transition. ThevacuousBBA is
assigned to the frames belonging toIT to well represent ignorance:

m
ΩA

IT
(RA ∪ FA) = 1 (11)

After a model change, the new model is applied from the upper
bound of the interval of transitionIT and theCUSUM is reset.

Remark concerning the initialization procedure: The tempo-
ral belief filter is an online process. To initialize the system, it is
required to determine which is the better model fitting the first data.
For that, theCUSUM process is applied on an interval of frames for
all models and the chosen one minimizes theCUSUM.

4. EXPERIMENTS

Database description: The proposed system is used to distinguish
betweenrunning, jumpingandfalling actions in two activities namely
high jump and pole vault. The database is composed of 34 videos ac-
quired with a moving camera. There are22 pole vaults and12 high
jumps equivalent to5318 frames (2573 of running action,1552 of
jumping and1193 of falling). The database is characterized by its
heterogeneity (fig. 3) with a panel of view angles as well as environ-
ments and athletes (out/indoor, male, female, other moving people).

Fig. 3. Heterogeneous database used for testing.

Settings: The temporal belief filter parameters areset once for
each actionand only one setting is providedfor each type of activity.
The parameters are set by expert knowledge.

Decision-taking based on belief: The recognition results have
been kept as belief masses because the real purpose of the proposed
action recognition is to go on with activities as a sequence of actions
still based on the TBM. However, to assess the method, it is required
to know whether an action is true. It was considered that if actionA
is credible at framef , i.e. mΩA

f (RA) > 0, then it is true.
Evaluation criteria: Recall and precision indexes, notedR and

P respectively, are used for the evaluation and are computed as
R = C∩R

C
andP = C∩R

R
, whereC is the reference set obtained

by expert annotations,R is the set of retrieved frames provided by
the recognition module by using the credibility-based criteria, and
C ∩R is the number of correctly retrieved frames.

Illustration and analysis: Table 1 gathers the recall and preci-
sion indexes for running, jumping and falling actions. The last line
represents their mean over all videos. A wide gain is obtain on the
mean recall with almost19% for pole vaults and8% for high jumps.
A loss is observed on precision but quite low. The gain on recall is
due to three effects of the temporal belief filter: First, uncertainty
is reduced which is due to the specialization process involved by
eq. (9); Second, the model change detection allows to reduce even
annihilates abrupt changes from a non null belief to a null belief;
Third, the filter solves conflict between two different actions states
by astutely converting it into ignorance. The low loss on precision is
mainly due to delays (fig. 4) added by the filter’s settings.



Table 1. Recall (R), precision (P) in % before and after filtering for
actions in pole vault and high jump. The last column is the gain/loss
on recall/precision after filtering.

POLE VAULT before after gain
running 83.8 71.0 91.7 67.9 (+)7.90 (-)3.1
jumping 40.2 94.7 78.4 95.3 (+)38.2 (+)0.6
falling 51.5 87.0 67.5 83.8 (+)16.0 (-)3.2
mean 63.4 77.3 82.3 77.0 (+)18.9 (-)0.3

HIGH JUMP before after gain
running 89.5 86.1 99.8 84.1 (+)10.3 (-)2.0
jumping 80.1 79.7 84.2 79.0 (+)4.10 (-)0.7
falling 95.5 91.0 97.8 90.1 (+)2.30 (-)0.9
mean 88.2 85.6 95.8 84.0 (+)7.60 (-)1.6

The illustration depicted in figure 4 shows the efficiency of the
approach to solve the problems defined in the beginning of Sec-
tion 3. Belief on propositions∅ (contradictory parameters concern-
ing A), RA (A is right), FA (A is false) andRA ∪ FA (A is right
or false) are represented. The illustration concerns a jumping ac-
tion in a high jump sequence. The setting of the filter areλ = 0.9,
γR = γF = 0.95, Tw = 2.5, Ts = 3.8 andW = 5. High value of
Ts involves a long time to be reached and is required when there are
many abrupt changes on belief. To prevent from a too large back on
data,Tw = 2.5 is quite close toTs thus, in this case, the sensitivity
of the detection w.r.tW is low.

5. CONCLUSION

A temporal belief filter was proposed to smooth belief and solve
conflict on human actions in real video sequences detected by means
of a Transferable Belief Model fusion process. The disturbances on
belief are mainly due to bad quality videos and varying experiment
conditions and the proposed temporal belief filter gives one solution
to solve those problems ensuring consistency. Notably, the transition
between action states are emphasized. The method was applied on
34 real video sequences acquired with a moving camera where the
purpose was to recognizerunning, jumping and falling actions in
high jumps and pole vaults. The evaluation process based on action
credibility showed the efficiency of the method.

Work is under progress for action sequencing still based on the
Transferable Belief Model for activity recognition which is a higher
level of interpretation of videos.
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